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Understanding the illusionary concept that holds millions of Jehovah's Witnesses captive by

controlling how they think and act without them realizing it.
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Whats the clue as to why Jesus would have to be nutz to present the Society in 1919 as His choice

to His Father Jehovah...Well...If you look at the cover of "The Finished Mystery" ...right under the

title....you'll see what I had at first thought were cherub wings. But they are NOT cherub wings....are

they?No...but they are a mystical Masonic emblem...the pagan Assyrian Winged Sun Disk.Why, I

ask you...would Jesus, fresh on his invisible heavenly throne be drawn to these guys...WITH THAT

EMBOSSED ON THE COVER? And show it to Jehovah too as his first kingly decision? Ahhhhh NO!

hahaha!This was so much fun and easy to read... and to see ....the main and REAL point...the

REAL issue.Truly...Did Jesus go against HIS OWN council at Luke 21:8 (and his and Jehovah's

other warnings) and pick this ongoing false teaching (Giza Pyramid) and "Misleading Many" with this

false prophesying group ...over all the other groups who were merely trying to spread the actual

Jesus commissioned Gospel ???Yep...when you examine the Society evidence up to 1919 and

beyond...one could conclude Jesus would be totally retarded to pick them to represent him. The

thought is so silly...almost as silly as a Jehovah's Witness trying to keep a straight face explaining

the "overlapping Generation " made up new light.This IS a great book! I started to read it again.... it's

just so good.



Putting the Watchtower Society's own writings to the test reveals how short they fall by their very

own standards!Find out the one lie that every Jehovah's Witness believes and is held captive by,

requiring them to keep changing their beliefs as they go along.Don Cameron had done extensive

research from the only source that regulates the beliefs of Jehovah's Witnesses: the Watchtower

Society's publications themselves. Discover what the only kind of study to accept from them is and

how to lead them to the truth about the religion that is holding them captive to a false concept.This

book is life-changing for those who were (or still are) caught in the wicked web of deceit they were

asked to take door to door.

This book is an easy read, and would be good for the person who knows nothing of JWs, but needs

a good book as a start. The author uses lists and some illustrations to better understand his

position. His logic is like a good lawyer, and he makes his case very plainly without going

overboard. He utilizes good reference material, including the Watchtower Society's own

publications. As he states in his book, "The Watchtower Society's own publications are their worst

enemy, and the internet is their worst nightmare."

We have been JW for 20 years and yet still learn things we did not know prior. Thanks for this

analytical, concise and factual book. It helps us to break free from the Watchtower dungeon and

found true Freedom! We dissociated in Feb 2014 after abt 1 year of research. Thanks for the effort

in writing this book.

Awesome book on JW history. Good for ex-JW's who want hard facts and great for current JW's

who want to learn some hard facts about their religion. The truth about "The Truth" doesn't have to

hurt, but it does need to be heard. Look up The BITE model (featured in Combatting Cult Mind

Control) and see the real the REAL truth about "The Truth".

I was a witness for 20 years and in a nutshell this book explains clearly why the organization cannot

be the faithful & discreet slave in Matthew 24: 45-47. The organization basis their entire existance

on this scripture so when it is blown out of the water you have NOTHING left. The Watchtower is

merely a small group of power hungry men trying to convince millions that they are gods chosen,

when they are not. Read the book and see how obvious it is using the Watchtowers own

publications.



Insightful information into the mindset of the members and leadership of the Jehovah's Witnesses

written by a former insider. Also good strategies for influencing them toward being set free from their

bondage to the Watchtower Society. Grammatical errors are outweighed by great content.

Very well written and easy to understand, powerful stuff. Heart breaking to find out after 20 years of

ditching this cult, our family life was affected so badly and still continues to this day.
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